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Abstract

Today, we are witnessing the adoption of a European twin strategy that will strengthen competitiveness and create new values at the intersection of digital technologies and sustainability [1]. Europe recognize the combination of sustainability and digital technologies as the key to igniting future expansion in different sectors, on the international scenario.

In this context, the material dimension is returning to play a leading role as a vector of innovation driving a positive change [2].

Especially in the fashion design field, in the era of new materials revolution, sustainable materials are a fertile ground for experimentation. Companies are advancing on new and ecological improvements for the production of materials with hyper sustainable features supported by the digital medium. Nowadays, the choice for innovative textile solutions, is characterized by growing investment, radical experimentation, and firm commitment to sustainability [3].

This shifting mood also permeates Academia which has been contaminated, through a continuous flow of interactions and dialogue with industry, as proved by the thriving of multidisciplinary openness environments to face increasingly changing academic and professional contexts [4].

New models that strategically view the system in which they operate as the union of different parts are thriving [5]. No disconnection among Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) and industry but an open system which enhance innovations concerning transmitting knowledge, new technologies, and cross-fertilization among different sectors.

This is a moment of transition which can foster opportunity to accelerate a process of sustainable conversion able to face the transformative challenges that are nurturing the debate on the future of HEIs [6, 7, 8].

Trough the analysis of a selected case study, this paper will investigate how these materials innovations are implementing collaborations between academia and industry for an exchange of knowledge and practices that bring a common advantage encouraging a shift toward a sustainable paradigm.
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1 INTRODUCTION: A NEW MATERIALS REVOLUTION IN THE FASHION ECOSYSTEM

Today, we are assisting to a fashion material revolution which is generating complex symbiotic relationships between two dimensions: sustainability and technologies.

The development of new knowledge enabled by the technology medium is nurturing a sustainable transition for innovative textile solutions that are characterized by increasing investment, disruptive experimentation, and a strong commitment to greener processes [3].

In this scenario, the digital innovation is essential for the development of sustainability: it drives new processes and ways of working which enable better use of resources and economic growth [2].

Materials technology disruptions fuel innovation and create sustainable value: they are changing the materials role thanks to advancements which are presenting new possibilities to redefine fashion matters as a uniquely multidisciplinary field of innovation and research [9].

It is, therefore, necessary enhancing fashion sustainability through materials as they are critical to this field: materials make fashion’s intangible dimension real representing the physical medium that incorporates cultural, symbolic and evocative contents [10, 11].
As reported by Bof [3], the fashion industry is beginning to exploit the potential of cross-collaboration with different productive and technological sectors in the materials design and production areas.

It is important to support these innovation dynamics that are linked to phenomena of knowledge transfer, or cross fertilization, that can determine the identification and testing of skills, design processes, and organizational models which have the ability to operate transversally to the fashion supply chain [12].

These operational models aim to establish a model of creation, design, and production which facilitate the sharing of an innovation process that can make the entire interconnected systems flourish. The management of these innovative processes implies the use of different scientific and technological knowledge and skills that require the creation of technological flows between different organizations and sectors [13].

For this reason, the management of new materials technological knowledge can be adequately carried out through phenomena of continuous learning and exchange that involve actors from HEIs, as well as different players from industry as companies or organizations.

Nowadays, these sustainable contaminations can be vectors of a positive and holistic impact for academia that extend beyond HEIs internal boundaries engaging external actors from different productive sectors [14].

2 METHODOLOGY

Considering what has been presented so far, it is clear that material innovations are implementing collaborations between academia and industry for an exchange of knowledge and practices that bring a common benefit by encouraging a shift towards a sustainable paradigm and nurture qualitative implementations that consider new production models supported by technical know-how and digital innovation.

According to this, the article aims to presents the result of an explorative study on how Fashion Design European HEIs, are converging on the current sustainable transition with the support of a positive synergy with industry. Data are drawn from the knowledge reservoir produced by different research carried out by Fashion in Process research laboratory team at the Design department of Politecnico di Milano of which both authors are members of. The data were generated from subsequent research field studies [15, 16, 17].

From the methodological point of view, the paper followed three main steps to produce iteratively knowledge: (1) a literature review on the current technological flows between academia and industry; (2) a map of the current experiences in the European HEIs with the identification of best practices; (3) the systematization of the collected data to understand how the materials innovations are implementing collaborations between academia and industry for an exchange of knowledge and practices that bring a common advantage encouraging a shift toward a sustainable paradigm.

The first step, the literature review was carried out to identify the current practices, in Europe. This exploratory phase was based on existing academic literature, industry reports, and EU studies. This review identified many published sources giving an overview of the broad field of research: highlighting previous works and helping in locating the proposed paper in a larger context.

The second step started directly from the results of the previous one by mapping the current knowledge flows between academia and industry in Europe. During this further phase were identified 150 HEIs, located in 23 nations of the European continent. Their composition was heterogeneous: they were all design schools working in the fashion field not only in relation to the design domain but also in the economics/ management, technology/engineering, and humanities ones. All the mapped institutions have distinguished themselves for the sustainable maturity of their practices. Among all the identified HEIs, 50 were selected as best practices. All these institutions stand out for the way they are pursuing implementations of sustainable theories and practices within their system, addressing the impact of materials-led innovations on fashion HEIs sustainable transformation adopting the technological dimension as support.

The last step, the systematization of the findings from literature review and mapping informed the design of a scenario representing how the current practices related to material innovations are starting synergies between academia and industry for supporting a fashion system sustainable transformation enabled by technological innovations. The outcomes express how actors in different sectors are
fertilizing each other work through new sustainable materials-led solutions fueled by the technological innovations to positively impact the fashion system production, operations, and lifecycles.

These knowledge sharing experiences have a key role in promoting opportunities for the transformative challenges related to enhancing the sustainable future of academia [8], as well as addressing different fashion industry issues: (1) ensuring research, access and availability of alternatives to the finished raw materials that industry currently relies on [2]; (2) merge the continuous consumers’ demand for products together with the necessity to minimize waste through materials experimentation [18]; and (3) using technology to foster research and development of greener alternatives as for digital-led solutions that could disrupt the current manufacturing model quickly creating complex products without specialist machinery, or using components that can hankering the wearables textiles implementing their functions [19].

2.1 Working on materials sustainable alternatives

Today, the production and consumption of materials are increasingly impacting the constraints placed on the Planet in almost every sector. The industry is driving profound changes in species biodiversity, land use, or impacts on climate and biogeochemical flows [20]. Developing alternative solutions that can reduce the impact of material use is necessary but complex and requires multidisciplinary systems approaches.

In the context outlined above, the universities identified by the paper act as players committed to nurturing the flow of knowledge between different sectors ensuring research, access, and availability of alternatives to the current finished raw materials.

This is happening through research and development activities that are the results of joint practices which explore the materials dimension looking for greener alternatives to the business-as-usual paradigm.

Incorporating raw material sustainability issues into fashion design practice is now necessary. This engages all the different dimensions involved: Profession, research, and education. The need to equip the designers of the future with the skills necessary to facilitate a sustainable tomorrow is becoming increasingly important, as well as collaborating with industry to implement solutions to sustainability issues into contemporary fashion design practices.

This collaboration is win-win: on the one hand, companies lack the resources and time to improve their knowledge, to imagine and experiment with alternative models, or to transform their design and sourcing practices [21]. On the other, fashion design students have access to advanced knowledge and experience sustainable design practices driven by material innovation during their education path but lack of awareness about the market “real world” [16]. Collaboration between these different stakeholders, sharing resources, knowledge and experience then becomes a valuable asset to create more sustainable design practices that impact the first two key stages of the fashion supply chain: design/creation and raw materials [17].

2.2 Materials role in minimizing waste

In the last years, the fashion system has adopted a widely applied industry practice that is based on the desire to offer a continuous flow of new merchandise to the market: the fast fashion [22].

This type of model is unsustainable and feeds a system of mass consumerism that sooner or later will need to end. As stated by Niinimäki [23] fashion will pay a high environmental price related to the continuous exploitation of natural resources: compared to 97% of virgin resources used every year, the fashion system returns 75% of them in the waste form that ends up in landfills or incinerated [18].

The HEIs that are operating in this direction are working, together with other sectors, on developing materials solution which guided by the technological medium can balance the continuous market and consumers request with the sustainable issue of minimizing fashion waste.

This kind of collaborations are positive ones. Companies are able to obtain resources to imagine and experiment with alternative models: Transforming their own design and waste management practices. Meanwhile, the academy get access to funds and channels of communication for creating cross-sectorial networks. These networks can generate virtuous synergies that allow the advancement of the fashion sector different dimensions, academic and professional, towards a more sustainable paradigm impacting on the role of waste that becomes a resource.
2.3 Hacking fashion matters

Fashion Wearable Technology is a new dimension in the fashion industry that combines functionality, fashion and technology including: Smart fabrics, nanotechnology, AI, soft robotics, and engineering [24]. The goal is to design smart materials. These are adaptive materials that hack common textile materials to integrate multifunctionality beyond clothing. In this field, interdisciplinary collaborations are key to experimenting with applications to bridge the gap between academic research and product relevance [25]. Furthermore, in this field, technology is adding an opportunity to fashion sustainability by testing solutions that can impact the use and lifespan of the material itself.

In this context, cross-fertilization among HEIs and industry is related to an evolving phenomenon that need to be codified ensuring an approach in line with its potential. It is necessary to educate on new forms of wearable technologies.

This is because while the technological implementation of wearables is evolving fast, their consequences have yet to be examined. These issues involve several dimensions: Social, ethical, and ecological [26]. The academy needs to investigate these issues to guide the exploration and overcoming of adoption barriers related to wearable technologies, materials, and guide the industrial path.

According to the aforementioned outcomes, the next section reports an emblematic case study, selected among the ones identified during the mapping activity, that embed the presented three aspects of how knowledge sharing experiences are boosting the sustainable transformation of academia, while addressing some of the main industry productive problems [20].

3 THE OPEN FASHION SYSTEM MATERIAL INNOVATIONS: A CASE STUDY

According to the above, the discourse around the flow of interactions between academia and fashion industry is fostering innovation and creating an open multidisciplinary environment for students to grow and be prepared to face an everchanging professional environment.

This is particularly true in fields such fashion, where the changeability of the market demand is per se a driver for the required adaptability of its workers. Today, to prepare new fashion designers to face the sector future challenges is necessary to propose new multidisciplinary practices.

To reach this objective of common growth and knowledge transmission, it is fundamental for companies and universities to proceed side by side in a mutual process of knowledge transmission and acquisition.

In the proposed scenario, this section presents a best practice which is a virtuous example that testify the application of the discussed principles. Coded Bodies is a learning module based on the fertile exchange between the academic world (Politecnico di Milano) and the professional dimension (Giulia Tomasello, designer). This educational activity provides future fashion designers with new skills that arise from synergies between the material and technological dimensions by experimenting with biomaterials, minimizing waste, and using technology to make wearables by implementing their functions.

3.1 The Coded Bodies experience

Today, HEIs operate to innovate models that strategically nurture an ecosystem able to enhance industry-academy collaboration based on open innovation model that concern transmitting knowledge, new technologies, and cross-fertilization among different sectors [5].

In line with the proposed context, Politecnico di Milano is evolving its own research, as well as didactic activities. In particular, the paper analysed the Final Synthesis Design Studio called "Design for the Fashion System" [27], which is offered by the Design Department. This course has distinguished itself for its educational offering that provide students with the opportunity to explore advanced multidisciplinary knowledge in order to consolidate those design skills needed in professional contexts and ever-changing work markets.

The selected course is focused on driving innovation through design offering diverse teaching experiences: A mix of lectures, discussion-based modules, and design studio activities. This didactic structure is conceived for breaking the traditional linear semester rhythm [4].
The presented teaching approach is based on the workshop methodology, which has been identified by faculty as the preferred method for students to explore different areas of fashion design practice in relation to the two key dimensions that are driving the modern transformation of the industry: digital technologies and sustainability [1].

Right at the intersection of these two dimensions the course places the workshop ideated by designer Giulia Tomasello and called "Coded Bodies".

Giulia Tomasello is an Italian designer who is expert in working with biomaterials, interactive textiles and living organisms. Her experimental work focuses on the link between microorganisms and the human body, with particular attention to the female body.

In particular, the designer deals with a type of interaction that engages the living organisms of which the fabric is made and the person who wears it.

A design path that began immediately after graduating from the Material Future master's program in London. Tomasello started to work in synergy with the Biohacker Space in London, tutored by experts who helped her in giving shape to her projects [28, 29, 30].

From this first experience of hacking materials with technology derives the Coded Bodies workshop. This is a series of activities designed for students with the purpose of introducing them to the basics of Arduino coding, soft wearables, and biological textiles. During the workshop, Giulia Tomasello introduces students to the world of wearable technologies, with a specific focus on biotechnology [25].

Approaching traditional textile techniques combined with technology and smart materials, student groups explore the potential of bacterial celluloses for future textiles in terms of growing living materials and creating speculative scenarios for second skins and sensors, to ultimately produce a working prototype in its social context. The results are relevant both in terms of technical skills acquired and mindset transformation. Through an exploratory practice derived from the field of Research & Development, in an intersection between Industry and Academy, students are empowered to merge technical skills mixing 3D printing technologies with AI and biomaterials, in order to promote sustainable transition and strengthen their skills in the areas of waste minimization, eco-friendly, compostable and circular products [31].

This workshop shows how fashion is a differentiated and stratified phenomenon, which is able to merge the contemporaneity of innovative, sustainable and technologically driven production practices with a more traditional approach. Moreover, this context is enhanced and enabled by the continuous process of knowledge exchange, both in terms of theoretical and practical know-how.

The main output of Coded Bodies is the development of students' functional and sectoral transversal competencies that must deal with the intricate nature of the fashion system, which reflects the complexity of the learning environment itself. In this context, through multidisciplinary, intersectional and transversal learning activities, the student is able to achieve the skills required by the market.

The fusion of theoretical concepts with more instrumental skills and intensive design experiences are allowing future designers to face the transition from the traditional "product centred" fashion system to a more sustainable and "user centred" paradigm, maximizing the effects of the sustainable transition enabled by the digital medium [4].

4 CONCLUSIONS

The proposed scenario reports how European HEIs are performing a sustainable transition in their systems aided by materials innovations. This paper aimed at showing through the explorative study results and presenting an emblematic example, from a world leading university, how sustainable contaminations are now happening between academia and industry addressing the impact of materials-led innovations on fashion HEIs transformation.

The contribution of this paper to knowledge is twofold. Firstly, it presents a concrete example of cross-fertilization initiatives, also showing how sustainable innovation can be implemented across contexts through tech-led materials innovations. Secondly, the paper shows that even though transformative approaches to enhance sustainability in the curricula are feasible and desirable [7], they require academics to develop collaborative approaches with external actors from other sectors.

This paper aims to report an evidence about sustainable transformation in HEIs and the whole institutions approach involving cross-sector partnerships: fashion design HEIs are successfully
incorporating cross-sectorial contributions coming from the real world, cooperating with external players, such as companies [32].

Today, the presented contamination is already happening in some institutions, and it can be described as a positive shift from a passive teaching and learning experience to an active interaction [33].
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